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This original short film, backed by multiple awards, presents a unique and breathtaking child's
interactive short virtual reality experience that showcases the innovative power of VR to transform

the way we see the world and each other. Inspired by children's favorite stories of fantasy and
wonder, viewers are transported to a small island where they will help Camila and her father create
clouds from sheep wool to nurture the land below. The viewer finds themselves in a virtual hot air
balloon as they uncover a miniature farm above the mountain-tops. Camila's life is turned upside

down as a series of wildfires burn their home and kill her papá. As the long days pass, Camila
struggles to fill her papá's shoes and create new clouds for the dying world below. -- Produced by the

acclaimed Dreamworks VR Studio -- Director: David Mosse Producer: Melanie Curtin Executive
Producer: James Wallis Producer: Chris Garland Based on the book Camila's Clouds by Jerry Pinkney
Music: "Clouds" Kevin MacLeod Egypt. Circa 1920. In a land of greater mystery and intrigue, a young

English archaeologist discovers a long-lost secret of ancient Egypt. The message is hidden in
hieroglyphics, but it will take a team of daring adventurers to unlock its mystery. About the Game: In
ARK: Survival Evolved, a dinosaur-themed park in the rainforests of eastern Tennessee has become

the site of a new scientific venture and you get to be the first one to discover its wonders. The owner
of the park, Wyatt, has hired a group of intrepid scientists to uncover the mysteries of the new world
and bring it to life. You and your crew will get to experience firsthand what it’s like to be a real-life
adventurer as you track down and study the prehistoric creatures that inhabit the area. You’ll have
to get to know your team and work together as you complete exciting challenges like tree climbing,
beam smashing, wood chopping, rock smashing, anatomy, carving, and more! Discover the secrets
of the park and hunt for new creatures around the world. Be the first to discover the evolution of life

on earth! Welcome to a mysterious island where the conditions are all-out survival. Use your wits
and a grappling hook to traverse the wilderness and reach a special hidden location! But, where do
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you begin your quest? About the Game: In ARK: Survival

Features Key:
Non-linear story in VR.  Play “La Camila” 5 times to see different ending

Play in open-world with RPG-style boss encounters
Argue with the different bosses to get rewards and better equipment

Enjoy La Camila's music without making noise
Discover each plot twist on your own

 

 
Nexus Nexus Magazine class="figure align-center" style="width: 236px">
Four thumbs up!

On Sunday, Nexus Magazine published my latest indie game Head Rush: It's Harder Than It Looks. It's
still the largest traffic and downloads. All the FAQ for the game and my profile as a game developer are on
the site!
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